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Michigan provides MA for eligible clients under two general classifications:  Group1 and 
Group 2 MA.  Claimant falls under the Group 2 MA classification which consists of 
clients whose eligibility results from the State designating types of individuals as 
“medically needy.”  MCL 400.106; MSA 16.490 (16); MCL 400.107; MSA 16.490(17); 
and BEM, Item 105. 
 
In order to qualify for Group 2 MA, a medically needy client must have income which is 
equal to or less than the protected basic maintenance level.  Department policy sets 
forth the method for determining the protected basic maintenance level by considering:  
(1) the protected income level; (2) the amount diverted to dependents; (3) health 
insurance premiums; and (4) remedial services if determining eligibility for clients in 
adult-care homes.  The protected income level is a set amount for non-medical needs 
such as shelter, food and incidental expenses.  In all other cases other than those 
involving long-term care, the appropriate protected income level must be taken from 
RFT 240.  BEM Item 545 and 42 CFR 435.811 through 435.814.  If the individual’s 
income exceeds the protected income level, the excess amount must be used to pay 
medical expenses before Group 2 MA coverage can begin.  This process is known as 
“spend-down.”  Policy requires the Department to count and budget all income received 
that is not specifically excluded.  There are three main types of income:  countable 
earned, countable unearned and excluded.  
 
In the present case, Claimant’s total income is $1,438.  Claimant’s countable income is 
figured at $1,321.  After subtracting the total needs of $375, Claimant would be left with 
a $946 spend-down amount.  Claimant wanted the Department to subtract child support 
arrearages he pays from his income.  The Department policy does not allow for such 
deductions.  The Department properly completed a budget which reflected all countable 
sources of income and determined correctly that Claimant would only qualify for MA 
under a spend-down case.  
 

DECISION AND ORDER 
 
The Administrative Law Judge, based upon the above findings of fact and conclusions 
of law, decides the Department correctly determined Claimant’s MA spend-down 
amount. 
 
Accordingly, the Department’s decision is hereby UPHELD. 
 
 

____ _______________________ 
Jonathan W. Owens 

Administrative Law Judge 
for Maura Corrigan, Director 
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